
At the end of 2001, Sega Rosso released Initial D:Arcade Stage.  The usual sit-down 
cabinet gave the impression of another ‘generic’ racer and it was running on Naomi 2 
hardware—so it looked okay, but nothing special.  It isn’t even an original format for a 
racing game, but Initial D became a sleeper hit.   
 
The game takes players through the beautiful, often narrow and twisty Japanese moun-
tain roads in sporty Japanese cars whilst unfolding a typically Japanese story.  Of 
course the car of choice is the Toyota Corolla used by the game’s star, Takumi.  It all 
sounds very familiar doesn’t it.  Atlus and Taito have provided this format since 1996, 
without the story and whilst arguably this is just a ‘copy’ of them earlier games, one 
could also reasonably argue that Taito and Atlus both copied the ‘mountain/drift’ 
theme from the Initial D Comic first and Sega just did the right thing by paying for the 
license. 
 
Thanks to Sega Rosso, it’s the handling model that made this game a winner.  It’s very 
much on the ‘arcade’ end of handling (well it was an arcade game) and they’re respon-
sive and agile whilst being forgiving too. Players have to race around the twisty corners 
utilising various techniques to induce a drift, such as  dropping the car into the gutter, 
downshifting, power-off etc.   The game forces players to hold onto every last drop of 
momentum, as collisions will temporarily impede the power of the vehicle.  
 
Handling is superb but the track design is equally as agile.  Night and day, wet and dry 
stages are available and apparently the game includes famous corners from within the 
anime and a ‘five hairpin’ stretch from the Akina mountain pass.    
 
Since it’s an arcade game, the AI is rather elastic, but this is to be expected and it’s 
racing against friends in the arcade that brings the game alive.  The AI is however very 
good and in fact therein lay the huge difference between this and Taito’s mountain 
racer—you have just one opponent and a lonely road.  With Taito you’re always up 
against five opponents.   
 
Initial D was commonly noted inside Japanese arcades as being the highest earner for 
years.  The game was blessed with successive sequels each year—Arcade Stage 2 and 
Arcade Stage 3.  Home versions initially came to the first Playstation and the Saturn for 
the lucky Japanese punters and by 2003 a Playstation 2 version was available, based on 
Stage 2 and with extra stages thrown in (11 stages, 31 cars).  However note that the 
third Arcade game just adds the PS2 tracks to the second game!  Sadly for us Western 
gamers, initial D remains an import only dream.  Saying this, it has been available as 
an import arcade game in various arcades in England. 
 

Defeat all rivals on all courses and you will be able to race against Takumi Fujiwara—pictured 
below.  You can depress the brake pedal to de-select ’catchup’ during two player arcade 
gaming—a thoughtful touch.  


